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avant propos
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ski culture ad libitum

A ski brand forged in an uncompromised spirit and aesthetic.
A non-conformist spirit

Avant-garde aesthetic

Cardinal virtues

Black Crows is above all a story of friendship, that of evolving freeride
skiers in Chamonix, Camille Jaccoux and Bruno Compagnet.
Two personalities from the free skiing universe, both passionate
about mountains and adventure. This passion was translated
by their willingness to find skis adapted to their practice in the
Mont-Blanc massif.

Inspired by modern art, passing via urban culture, black crows
identity is expressed with a modern and exclusive design.
Firstly the logo, created by Yorgo Tloupas of Yorgo&Co, is an
association of chevrons which remind us of our childhood drawings
and symbolises the squadron of crows. Simple and geometric, it can
be modified into infinity, creating a perspective close to illusion, within
the line of optical art. Like this, black crows skis are recognisable
to everybody. The involvement of Yorgo&Co’s Paris design office
and more particularly of its founder, Yorgo Tloupas, in the artistic
direction of the brand, manifested the link between urban and skiing
universes. This relationship is equally one of the foundations of the
company, of having the willingness to surpass classic boundaries
between the mountains and the town with a new approach to
the mountains. With the clothing collections, the participation
of young well known international designers is witness of this desire
to associate technicality with open and unusual aestheticism.

Black crows have always associated themselves with the largest
manufacturers to design products which are robust and technically
irreproachable. Whether it be skis manufactured with the Elan
and Atomic factories, or textiles made in partnership with GORETEX® and Polartec®, the detail of quality is the pillar of the brand.

Since the very first ski, the corvus, which went on sale in 2007.
The collection now embraces all the free ski domains, from ski-touring
to freeride, passing by the piste and a special feminine range. Parallel
to this development, black crows offer numerous accessories : poles,
skins, ski-bags and back packs. For two years, the brand has also
ventured in to the production of highly technical textiles with two
complete collections aimed at ski-touring and freeride. It is therefore
now possible to be equipped from head to to foot by black crows,
except for footwear, pants and bras, but who knows what the future
will hold for us.

The art of the descent
Conceived originally exclusively for downhill, the arrival of a freebird
range aimed at ski-touring and therefore for the ascent has not
meant a departure from the multiple requirements of daily use. All our
products must be efficient on the descent, whatever the terrain and
the conditions which they confront.
The skier’s plumage
As our clothing range evolves we’re still determined to develop
technically impeccable products in timeless designs.

This is what we do, day in day out: this new collection again shows
our determination to respond to skiers’ needs in every aspect of free
skiing : off-piste, alpine, touring and big mountain. The Corpus range,
designed for freeride skiing in the heart of the ski resorts and their offpiste surroundings, reaches a new level of technical excellence with
special attention to finishing touches. With two new outerwear models
in the men’s range and two in the women’s (all highly insulated with a
new mid-layer), this fourth collection offers practicality in every aspect.
Always insisting on elegance, it forges even stronger links between
the mountain community and the urban world.
The Ventus range is designed for touring and big moutain skiing and
meets the highly specific needs of those types of skiing by making
functionality and minimalism its identifying characteristics. This 2019
collection also features new outerwear, a large puffa jacket for men
and three new mid-layers for men and women. And like all Black Crows
products, there’s no way we could develop this gear without a touch
of style and an unmistakeable identity.

design approach
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the new linearity of the chevron

From the distension comes the metamorphosis.
The use of the chevron
For this thirteenth collection, the design company Yorgo&Co
challenged themselves to explore a new visual language and
to renew the graphics centred on the chevron. This evolution
draws on the analysis of the graphics since the beginning
of black crows. Allowing to orientate the research towards
the origins of the arrow and its prolongation, the line.

The chevron, itself an angular line, has been redesigned, rethought
and eventually stretched. This elongation of the extremities of the
chevron creates a flight line which runs along the entire length
of the ski. So, the original shape of the chevron metamorphoses
without losing its soul and allows for the development of three easily
identifiable ranges (Resort, All Terrain and Big Mountain). Each
of these three ranges will from now on be associated with a certain
thickness of line going from the widest (big mountain) to the narrowest

(resort) passing by an intermediary thickness (All Mountain). As for
the women’s collection (Birdie), it is distinguishable by a colouration
of the lines, the thickness of which remain consistent to each range.

Freebird range : monochromatics take flight
The monochrome of the freebird range has been enriched with a touch
of optical illusion due to a new black crows specific top-sheet.
The design company Yorgo&Co has created a top-sheet with
a three dimensional and lenticular system. The chevrons absorb more
or less light to give the impression that they are really in relief.

skis introduction
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freeski quartet

When magic goes along with science.
Our vision of free skiing is built around 4 categories : Big Mountain,
All Terrain, Resort and Touring. This guideline guides our vision
of skiing and imposes upon us our range of 4 invariable criteria :
all terrain, all snow conditions, facility and efficiency. This is why,
to reach this objective, we test our skis daily in the heart of the
mountain massifs around Chamonix. That is where the authenticity
of black crows is forged.

On the gourmet menu of that which is new for 2020, attention
is focussed on the Ferox ; a new specimen in the Freebird range
dedicated to the joy of the deep which demonstrates our wish
to lead “ surfabilty ” to a touring version. Equally in this freebrid
range, the navis, an iconic model, if there is one, harmonises notable
improvements in handling and security to perfect its notoriety.

In the all terrain range, the two versions of the key model camox,
men’s and women’s, have been readjusted with substantial technical
perfectionisms to make them even more dynamic and just as playful.
In the resort/piste range, there is a new shape for the “ orb ” so as
to arrive at a ski which is more streamlined and more agile without
offending its original nature. The orb has also been feminised with
a birdie version.

Concerning the ski poles, the Firmo designed for piste skiing has
been adorned with a new angular grip with obvious intentions as
well as producing a carbon version. For ski-touring, an update of our
telescopic and iconic model, the Duos Freebird, and the arrival for
the very young of a new two section adjustable, the Duos Junius,
so that your child grows at the same time as their poles, incredible.
All of this is marvellous. Have a good sampling.

resort

slope range
More than ever, joy is never over.
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« Too long abandoned in the affable and commercial, the piste,
is for us, a synonym for wild turns, pulsations and resounding acceleration…
While the air whips our faces thirsty for speed. »
Camille Jaccoux

resort

orb
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169.2
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 21

174.3
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.9
radius : 21

179.1
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 11.0
radius : 21

184.6
tip : 12.6
waist : 8.8
tail : 11.1
radius : 21

vertis

new
energetic
metallic
rapid
description :
More than a modernisation, this new version of the orb has
been completely rethought so as to obtain a more general
use and more accessible ski. To do this, the ski has lost 3 mm
on the width of the waist, its radius has been slightly
increased and the graduation of the front rocker and its early
rise at the back have been accentuated. An energetic ski with
a bounce which likes to go fast, these improvements allow
the ski to strengthen its hold due to the increase of the length
of the edge ; on the powder side, the new progression
of the flex makes the handling easier in the deep. To maintain
the clean basis of the orb, a double titanal plate in an H shape
has been perfected. It focuses the energy of the titanal
and allows the ski to be aerial while still being on the ground.
A piste, and edge of the piste, beast.
Also new, this modernised orb is from now on available
in a birdie version and in three lengths (159,164 and 169 cm).
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate waist : 88 mm underfoot.
Tip rocker : good pivot and easy turn transition.
Long classic camber: classic underfoot camber
with wide ski / snow contact for cutting downhill turns.
Double Titanal H-shape plate along the ski :
rebound and energy while keeping the weight
as low as possible
Energetic flex with great edge grip :
Peforming but manoeuvrable

170.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.9
radius : 15

175.4
tip : 12.8
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 15

180.8
tip : 12.9
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.2
radius : 15

cutting
precise
agile
description :
The Vertis is a dynamic, playful short-radius ski (15 m), tailored
for vitality. With an 85 mm waist it can go from edge to edge
very swiftly, enhancing the joy of carving and cutting lines.
User-friendly but powerful with its intermediate degree of flex,
the Vertis is the classic Black Crows resort ski.
the nitty-gritty :
Long classic camber: classic underfoot camber
with wide ski / snow contact for cutting downhill turns.
Short radius (15 m) and narrow waist (85 mm) :
reactive, edge to edge transition speed, short carving lines.
Ski orientated towards ‘ piste ’ and changeable snow
conditions, very stable with a fast edge to edge transition.
Sporty and fun flex.
Light rocker (giving stability) : small pivot, good edge
control, glides well.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 3350 g / pair @175.4
Available flat or premounted with salomon E Z12 gripwalk
bindings for 2019.20

technical specifications :
3D construction.
Poplar wood core.
H-shaped double Titanal plate.
Weight : 3550 g / pair @179

style code : 100992

style code flat : 101191
style code premounted : 101078

resort

divus
172.1
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 16

177.3
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.0
radius : 17

182.4
tip : 12.6
waist : 8.2
tail : 11.2
radius : 17
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new
sharp
subtle
incisive
description :
New model designed for resorts with a fondness for smooth
surfaces and trajectories, the divus holds the same technical
characteristics as the new orb, but with a sharpened
underfoot width (82 mm), a shorter radius (17 m) and a slightly
reduced rocker for a finessed and dynamic slope driving.
As for the orb, a double titanal plate in an H shape pattern
has been added to focus the energy of the titanal and stick
the ski to the ground. Watch out ahead !
the nitty-gritty :
Narrow waist : 82 mm, quick edge to edge.
Tip rocker : good pivot and easy turn transition.
Long classic camber: classic underfoot camber
with wide ski / snow contact for cutting downhill turns.
Short radius (17 m) and narrow waist (82 mm): reactive,
edge to edge transition speed, short carving lines.
Ski orientated towards ‘ piste ’ and changeable snow
conditions, very stable with a fast edge to edge transition.
Energetic flex with great edge grip :
Peforming but manoeuvrable
Double Titanal H-shape plate: rebound and energy
while keeping the weight as low as possible
technical specifications :
3D construction.
Poplar wood core.
H-shaped double Titanal plate.
Weight : 3400 g / pair @177

style code : 100994

all-terrain

all-terrain range
Wild, four letters, running through the veins,
and out to the wilds.
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« Black crows skis are for freeskiing all terrain. Since the first hour,
Bruno and I have had the ambition of offering wide, averagely wide
and narrow skis, but always with the same spirit: that is to play
with the element on all slopes. »
Camille Jaccoux

all-terrain
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navis
169.4
tip : 13.1
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

179.4
tip : 13.3
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

185.4
tip : 13.7
waist : 10.2
tail : 12.2
radius : 19

daemon
homogenous
precise
comfortable
description :
With medium width, moderate flex and alpine drive, the navis
is a big player. The navis is an affable, autonomous and highperformance ski, which carves really well, has quick edgeto-edge transition and is very stable on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Nice width : 102 mm waist,
giving quick edge-to-edge transition.
Front progressive rocker and tapered sidecut :
good stability on-edge.
Progressive tail and light back rocker :
less tail washout and easier pivot initiation.
Long classic camber : classic camber underfoot
with extensive ski / snow contact for alpine-style turns.
Medium flex : comfortable and friendly.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 3850 g / pair @179.4

170.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.9
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

177.4
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.9
tail : 11.9
radius : 20

183.6
tip : 13.2
waist : 9.9
tail : 12.0
radius : 20

188.7

furtive
versatile
powerful
description :
Perfect blend of titanal and full reverse camber. A very
stable ski which goes in to action easily and efficiently
due to the full reverse camber. The tonic effect of the flex
is counterbalanced by the full reverse camber and allows
the daemon to combine speed, bounce and easy handling.
the nitty-gritty :
Titanal plate on two thirds of the ski : bounce, tonicity,
lightness and agility.
Very solid flex under the foot and progressive on tips
and heels : efficient on the edges and good distortion
of the extremities in soft snow.
Intermediary paling : 99 mm at the waist.
Full reverse camber : ease in pivoting and cutting curves.
Side lines enlarge to end of the ski : stability along
the entire edge.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Unique 120 cm Titanal plate.
Weight : 3700 g / pair @183.6

tip : 13.3
waist : 9.9
tail : 12.2
radius : 20

style code : 100998

style code : 101000
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all-terrain

camox
168.1
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

174.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

180.4
tip : 13.0
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.8
radius : 20

186.5
tip : 13.1
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.9
radius : 20

captis

new
good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
Organic and linear improvements for this incomparable
mid-fat all terrain ski which is reputed for its tolerance
and playfulness. This modernisation hinges around
a very progressive flex and the lengthening of the side so
as to strengthen its great manoeuvrability and its hold at high
speed. This new progressive and supple flex makes it even
better to handle and more adapted to progression, confirming
its DNA derived from freestyle ; whereas the lengthening
of its side lines give a more effective and more stable edge.
Creativity for everybody on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Mid-fat waist : 97 mm.
Double rocker : manoeuvrability and great Pivot
Medium long side-cut : 20 m, stability at high speed,
great balance between firmness and manoeuvrability.
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with moderate ski / snow contact, creating a good balance
between stability and manoeuvrability.
Progressive flex: comfortable and friendly

171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

178.3
tip : 12.0
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.1
radius : 18

184.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 9.0
tail : 11.2
radius : 18

fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
Medium width, rapid and vivacious – the captis is ideal
for resort skiing. A relatively narrow ski the captis is very
responsive and has quick edge-to-edge transition. The captis
is very tolerant and nice to ski. The best of wild skis to ride
and drop.
the nitty-gritty :
Medium width: 90 mm width.
Double rocker: great manoeuvrability, control and pivot.
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with moderate ski / snow contact, creating a good balance
between stability and manoeuvrability.
Tight sidecut and 17 m turning radius: Good for turning.
Easy and quick to carve. This ski turns quite tightly.
Tolerant flex: comfortable and accessible.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 3500 g / pair @178.3

technical specifications :
Semi cap construction with step down.
Poplar wood core.
ABS all around.
Weight : 3650 g / pair @180

style code : 101002

style code : 101004

Ski
OF THE YEAR

2 0 1 6 - 2 0 1 7
★
★
★
★
★

TOP 10 SEASON SKIS

BLACK CROWS
CAPTIS

big mountain

freeride range
When imagination meets verticality.
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« Big mountain skis are the soul of the black crows. Big and wide,
they are destined for all types of terrain at altitude. If your desire
is to attack a good virgin slope, a forest, a summit or take the first
bin on a powder day, you are in the right place. »
Camille Jaccoux

big mountain
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nocta
177.6
tip : 13.9
waist : 12.2
tail : 13.2
radius : 26

185.5
tip : 14.0
waist : 12.2
tail : 13.2
radius : 26

190.5
tip : 14.0
waist : 12.2
tail : 13.4
radius : 26

anima
unsinkable
light
playful
description :
Great flotation and good handling, the nocta is the ultimate
toy for big conditions. The association of great float,
full reverse camber and straight edges allow the nocta
to accumulate big flotation in powder, good stability
on the edges and a great handling.
the nitty-gritty :
Big width: 122 mm waist.
Reverse camber: easy pivot and easy to carve.
Extended sidecut: big turning radius, giving stability
at high speed.
Moderate flex along the whole ski: high performance
and tolerant.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Paulownia / poplar wood core.
Fiberglass
ABS all around.
Weight : 4000 g / pair @185.5

176.8
tip : 14
waist : 11.5
tail : 12.5
radius : 21

182.1
tip : 14.2
waist : 11.5
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

188.4
tip : 14.3
waist : 11.5
tail : 12.8
radius : 21

194.3

eager
animated
animalistic
description :
A big mountain ski aligning power and manoeuvrability.
The anima is a very stable ski and extremely stable at high
speed. It will embrace a skiers creativity (big lines, jumps,
quick pivot) and keep him on his feet.
the nitty-gritty :
Big width: 115 mm width.
Double rocker: immediate pivot.
Short classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with a short ski / snow contact, giving better manoeuvrability.
Extended sidecut : big turning radius, giving stability
at high speed.
Consistent and progressive tip rise: good float.
Very progressive flex in the tip and tail,
but stiffer where the ski touches the snow:
good distortion in soft snow and efficient on hardpack.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction with step-down.
Poplar wood core.
Carbon / kevlar strips.
Weight : 4300 g / pair @182.1

tip : 14.3
waist : 11.5
tail : 12.8
radius : 21

style code : 101006

style code : 101008

big mountain
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atris
178.3
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.5
radius : 20

184.2
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.6
radius : 20

189.7
tip : 14.0
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.6
radius : 20

corvus
precursor
playful
versatile
description :
The squadron’s flagship model: the Atris is a success
with everyone on all snow types around the world.
This stable ski is quick when edging, with a progressive
tail and a tolerant degree of flex; a powerful performer
at high speed without loss of manoeuvrability. A really sporty
character. The Atris is a big mountain ski for all types
of weather and snow conditions, a stylish door-opener
to the world of big mountain skiing.
the nitty-gritty :
Nice width: 108 waist.
Double rocker: immediate pivot.
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with moderate ski/snow contact, giving a good balance
between stability and manoeuvrability.
Slightly extended sidecut (20 m radius) :
more stability at high speed, balance between firmness
and maneuverability.
Progressive tip rise: good consistency during
the turn and easy float.
Stiff and consistent flex: a very stable ski.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction with step-down.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 4000 g / pair @184.2

style code : 101010

176.1
tip : 13.4
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.5
radius : 21

183.4
tip : 13.7
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

188.2
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.7
radius : 21

193.3

lively
powerful
alpine
description :
This iconic model from Black Crows continues to take
advantage of its latest makeover : the addition of a reverse
camber, a flat underfoot segment and a double Titanal plate.
This gives the Corvus better pivoting in soft snow while
keeping a very powerful grip on hard terrain. The ski
is powerful and grips the ground well. Battle-ready as ever,
the Corvus offers great confidence on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Big width: 107 mm waist.
Reverse camber, flat surface in the middle of the ski:
Plenty of pivot + very powerful grip
Double Titanal plates: Stability + precision
21 m radius sidecut: an attacker’s soul.
The flex is solid underfoot then progressively
less so towards tip and tail: comfortable and effective.
technical specifications :
Semi cap construction.
Poplar core.
120 cm double Titanal plates.
Weight : 3900 g / pair @183cm
(500g less than the earlier version)

tip : 13.8
waist : 10.7
tail : 12.8
radius : 21

style code : 101012

freebird

touring range
Journey. Emotion. The rest is details.
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« For us, a mountain ski is a simple equation :
light, but skiable, reliable and solid. »
Bruno Compagnet
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freebird

ferox freebird
170.1
tip : 13.5
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

176.7
tip : 13.5
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

181.4
tip : 13.6
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.6
radius : 21

186.2
tip : 13.7
waist : 11.0
tail : 12.7
radius : 21

corvus freebird

new
surfy
aggressive
light
description :
The Ferox was born from the necessity of offering
a bi-tip, double rocker, powder type touring ski which is still
efficient on the edges. So, the objective is the powder
and the sensation of floating on the snow. But the soul
remains alpine to adapt to all conditions encountered while
touring. Equipped with a tail tip and a double rocker, this
is a ski which offers great sensations in powder with its
planing and immediate pivot, but which still sits well on hard
snow due to its progressive side-lines.
To optimise its weight (3 600 g for the 181 cm), the Ferox
was conceived on a 3D shape drawn in an H which cuts
the upper part of the ski and lightens it without altering its
solidity due to a carbon reinforcement which adopts this
3D shape. The core was also made lighter with a mix of
paulownia, poplar and, for the first time with black crows,
Isocore (a polyurethane mousse strengthened
with continuous glass fibre).
the nitty-gritty :
Wide Width : 110 mm waist.
Double Rocker : great pivot.
Medium classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with intermediate ski-snow contact (balances manoeuvrability
with stability).
Long side-cut (21 m turning radius) :
stability at high speed.
Progressive Flex : conmfortable on every kind of terrain.

175.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.9
tail : 12.0
radius : 21

183.3
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.9
tail : 12.0
radius : 21

188.1
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.9
tail : 12.2
radius : 21

light
big-hearted
powerful
description :
An energetic, alpine-style, freeride ski-touring ski to keep
you in your touring boots all year long (we recommend taking
them off for driving though). With a decent width, alpine drive
and a front progressive rocker, the corvus freebird strikes
the perfect balance for hunters of far-off slopes.
the nitty-gritty :
Wide width: 109 mm waist.
Front progressive rocker and lightly tapered sidecut:
great carving stability.
Long classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with extensive ski / snow contact for alpine-style turns.
Progressive tail: less tail washout and easier pivot initiation.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Paulownia / Poplar wood core.
Mixed glass and carbon fibre.
Weight: 3600 g / pair @175.1

technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar / Paulownia / Isocore wood core.
Mixed glass and carbon fibre.
Weight: 3600 g / pair @ 181

style code : 101014

style code : 101016

freebird

navis freebird
167.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.6
radius : 18

173.4
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.8
radius : 19

179.1
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.2
tail : 11.9
radius : 19

185.8
tip : 13.9
waist : 10.2
tail : 12.0
radius : 19
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camox freebird

new
adventurer
alpine
light
description :
102 mm dedicated to the spirit of adventure. A balance
between lift and ski-ability, alpine conduct and progressive
front rocker, the navis freebird is built for far-flung or daily
quests. The modernisation of our iconic model dedicated
to touring with improvements made to the hold and the
safety. To perfect a ski which already performs very well,
the effort was concentrated on the extension of the side lines
to gain stability and hold at high speed, but also we added
a titanal plate under foot in order to double the wrenching
force and also reinforce the solidity of the mounting of the
binding inserts. Also new for the Navis Freebird, the addition
of a new length of 173 which is placed midway between its
two adjacent sizes, giving birth to four lengths : 167, 173, 179
and 185.
the nitty-gritty :
Nice Width : 102 mm waist
Progressive front rocker + flared tip :
stability on the edge.
Long classic camber : classic camber underfoot
with extensive ski / snow contact for alpine-style turns
Progressive tail : less tail washout and easier
pivot initiation.
Titanal reinforcement plate under the bindings
for a better screw retention.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Paulownia / Poplar wood core.
Mixed glass and carbon fibre.
Titanal reinforcements under bindings.
Weight : 3400 g / paire @ 179 or 3250 g / paire @173

style code : 101018

160.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.3
radius : 17

166.2
tip : 13.3
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.3
radius : 17

172.2
tip : 13.3
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.3
radius : 17

178.2
tip : 13.3
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.4
radius : 17

accessible
effective
lighter
description :
Best of the mid-fat touring skis, the Camox Freebird
continues to benefit from its updated core and shortened
ABS section. It makes the ski livelier, with more grip ;
but above all, distinctly lighter, which makes a lot of difference
in a touring ski. A sporty flex, classic camber and double
rocker, all the pleasure of off-piste in a touring version.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate width : 96 mm wide at the tail.
Progressive front rocker and slight rear rocker :
pivot control, manoeuvrability, planing.
Medium classic camber : classic camber underfoot
with intermediate ski-snow contact
(balances manoeuvrability with stability).
Slightly raised tail : Soft ending to curves, practical
for touring (for fitting skins or sticking skis upright
in the snow... not a unimportant point).
Intermediate flex : a tolerant and comfortable ski.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Full Paulownia core with mixed glass and carbon fibre.
Titanal reinforcements under bindings.
Weight : 27500 g / pair @ 178cm, 600 g / pair less
than the earlier version

183.3
tip : 13.5
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.5
radius : 17

188.3
tip : 13.6
waist : 9.6
tail : 11.7
radius : 17

style code : 101020

freebird
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orb freebird
166.4
tip : 12.0
waist : 9.1
tail : 10.6
radius : 18

172.1
tip : 12.1
waist : 9.1
tail : 10.7
radius : 18

178.3
tip : 12.2
waist : 9.1
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

183.4
tip : 12.4
waist : 9.1
tail : 11.1
radius : 18

ova freebird
light
strong
authentic
description :
In its famous fluorescent yellow monobloc style, the Orb
Freebird with rocker has become the standard for all types
of touring. It has a superbly sure grip, the perfect companion
for vertical adventures. Sized for mountain skiing with
a 91 mm waist, light and highly skiable, it will see you through
all your exploits, including the steepest of slopes.
the nitty-gritty :
Moderate width : 91mm waist.
Front rocker : pivot and float.
Medium classic camber : classic camber underfoot with
moderate ski / snow contact, giving a good balance between
stability and manoeuvrability.
Titanal reinforcement under the bindings : better hold.
Moderate flex : a tolerant and comfortable ski.
Plastic insert and cut-out on the tail :
easier to put skins on.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Paulownia wood core.
Mixed glass and carbon fibre.
Titanal reinforcements under bindings.
Weight : 2750 g / pair@172.1

style code : 101022

162.4
tip : 12
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.2
radius : 17

170.2
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.5
radius : 17

175.2

tough
playful
super light
description :
The Ova Freebird is very light and easy to manoeuvre :
a modern pure touring ski. Inside, the core is made
of Paulownia and a mixture of glass- and carbon fibre,
giving a core of 2.25kg in the 175cm length. As for shape,
the Ova Freebird has a progressively raised tail, a soft
sidecut and a tolerant flex, enabling it to pivot superbly
without any sacrifice of performance on hard snow.
the nitty-gritty :
Narrow width : 85 mm waist.
Light rocker : stability, small pivot,good edge grip, float.
Extra long classic camber : classic camber underfoot
with an extended ski / snow contact for alpine-style turns.
Short turning radius (17 m) : very agileon smooth surfaces
and crud alike.
Moderate flex : a tolerant and comfortable ski.

tip : 12.4
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

technical specifications :

180.4

Cap construction.
Paulownia wood core.
Mixed fibre glass / carbon.
Titanal reinforcements under bindings.
Weight : 2250 g / pair @175.2

tip : 12.4
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

style code : 101024

freebird
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vastus freebird
163.8
tip : 11.0
waist : 7.6
tail : 9.7
radius : 17

171.8
tip : 11.3
waist : 7.6
tail : 9.8
radius : 17

light
thin
fast
description :
Great in climbs, this airy ski can still give gram-counters
an exhilarating but secure descent. The combination of slight
rocker and flat tail makes them very comfortable to use
in soft snow, as well as precise in navigating in hard terrain.
Careful, though ! The Vastus is also a very effective beast
on the downhill !
the nitty-gritty :
Mini width : 76 mm waist.
Light rocker : stability, small pivot, float.
Extra long classic camber: classic camber underfoot
with an extended ski / snow contact for alpine-style turns.
Short turning radius (17 m) : very agile on smooth surfaces
and crud alike.
Moderate flex : a tolerant and comfortable ski.
technical specifications :
Cap construction.
Poplar / Paulownia / Isocore core.
Mixed glass carbon fibre.
Titanal reinforcements under bindings.
Weight : 1900 g / pair @163.8

style code : 101026

birdie

female range
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atris birdie
160.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.3
radius : 20

169.1
tip : 13.6
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.3
radius : 20

178.3
tip : 13.8
waist : 10.8
tail : 12.5
radius : 20

daemon birdie
precursor
playful
light
description :
Like its universal avatar, the Atris Birdie focusses
on four things: stability, rapid edging, tolerant degree
of flex and progressive tail rise. This combination means
that these skis perform superbly at high speed without
loss of manoeuvrability or sportiness. Lighter and a little
more supple than the universal Atris, the Atris Birdie
is the favourite choice of women freeriders who want
skis that are effective in all conditions, on hard and deep
snow alike.
the nitty-gritty :
Nice width : 108mm waist.
Double rocker : immediate pivot.
Medium classic camber : classic camber underfoot
with moderate ski / snow contact, a good balance between
stability and manoeuvrability.
Slightly extended sidecut (20 m radius) :
more stability at high speed, balance between firmness
and maneuverability.
Progressive tip rise : good consistency during the turn
and easy float.
Consistent and firm flex but slightly softer than
the unisex atris : a very stable ski.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction with step down.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 3550 g / pair @178.3

style code : 101028

157.4
tip : 12.5
waist : 9.9
tail : 11.5
radius : 20

164.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.9
tail : 11.6
radius : 20

170.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.9
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

177.4

furtive
versatile
handles well
description :
Perfect alliance of titanal and full reverse camber. A very
stable ski which is easily to put into action and efficient
due to the full reverse camber. The tonicity of the flex
is counterbalanced by the full reverse camber which
allows the daemon birdie to combine speed, bounce
and good handling.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediary lift : 99 mm at the waist.
Full reverse camber : facilitates pivoting and carving lines.
Enlarged edges up to the tip : total stability throughout
the length of the edge.
Titanal plate over two thirds of the ski : bounce, tonicity,
lightness and agility.
Very solid flex under foot and progressive in the tip
and heel : efficient on the edge and good deformation
of the extremities in soft snow.
technical specifications :
Semi cap construction.
Poplar wood core 100 cm Titanal layer underfoot.
Weight : 3550 g / pair @170.2

tip : 13.1
waist : 9.9
tail : 11.9
radius : 20

style code : 101030

birdie
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camox birdie new
156.1
tip : 12.5
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.4
radius : 18

162.3
tip : 12.7
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 18

168.1
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.6
radius : 19

174.2
tip : 12.9
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.7
radius : 20

captis birdie
good handling
accessible
versatile
description :
Organic and linear improvements for this incomparable
mid-fat all terrain ski which is reputed for its tolerance
and playfulness. This modernisation hinges around a very
progressive flex and the lengthening of the side so as to
strengthen its great manoeuvrability and its hold at high
speed. This new progressive and supple flex makes it even
better to handle and more adapted to progression, confirming
its DNA derived from freestyle ; whereas the lengthening
of its side lines give a more effective and more stable edge.
Creativity for everybody on all types of terrain.
the nitty-gritty :
Mid-fat waist : 97 mm.
Double rocker : manoeuvrability and great pivot.
Medium long side-cut : 20  m, stability at high speed, great
balance between firmness and manoeuvrability.
Medium classic camber : classic camber underfoot
with moderate ski / snow contact, creating a good balance
between stability and manoeuvrability.
Progressive flex : comfortable and friendly.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction with step down.
ABS all around.
Weight : 3450 g / pair @168

style code : 101032

149.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 17

157.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

164.2
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

171.1

fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
Medium width, rapid and vivacious, the captis birdie is ideal
for resort skiing. The captis birdie is relatively narrow making
it very responsive and meaning quick edge-to-edge transition.
Lighter and softer than the unisex version, this is a women’s
only savage ski.
the nitty-gritty :
Medium width : 90 mm width.
Double rocker : great manoeuvrability, control and pivot.
Medium classic camber : classic camber underfoot with
moderate ski / snow contact, giving a good balance between
stability and manoeuvrability.
Tight sidecut and 17 m turning radius : good for turning.
Easy and quick to carve.
This ski turns quite tightly.
Tolerant flex and slightly softer than the unisex captis :
comfortable and accessible.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157.3

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

style code : 101034

birdie

orb birdie
159.1
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 18

164.4
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 19

169.2
tip : 12.4
waist : 8.8
tail : 10.8
radius : 21
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vertis birdie

new
energetic
metallic
rapid
description :
Benefiting from the same improvement as the new orb,
this new orb birdie is a very accessible ski with an
intermediate waist, a moderate radius and a sharp front
rocker and early rise at the tail. This energetic ski likes to go
fast on hard snow and is very precise due to the length
of its edges ; on the powder side, the progression of the flex
makes the handling easy in the deep. To maintain the clean
basis of the ski, a double titanal plate in an H shape has been
perfected. It focuses the energy of the titanal and allows
the ski to be aerial while still being on the ground. Not only
a beauty, a beast.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediate waist : 88 mm underfoot.
Tip rocker : good pivot and easy turn transition.
Long classic camber : classic underfoot camber
with wide ski / snow contact for cutting downhill turns.
Double Titanal H-shape plate along the ski :
rebound and energy while keeping the weight
as low as possible
Energetic flex with great edge grip : Peforming
but manoeuvrable
technical specifications :
3D construction.
Poplar wood core.
H-shaped double.
Titanal plate.
Weight : 3250 g / paire @164

style code : 101036

152.6
tip : 12.0
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.4
radius : 14

159.3
tip : 12.2
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.5
radius : 14

169.6
tip : 12.7
waist : 8.5
tail : 10.9
radius : 15

cutting
precise
agile
description :
With a lighter wood core and softer flex than its universal
counterpart, the vertis birdie is the ski of choice for girls
looking for an accessible yet high performance ski.
With its short, 15m radius et 85mm width, the vertis birdie
is quick edge to edge.
the nitty-gritty :
Light float : 85 mm at the waist.
Slight rocker : stability, small pivot, good edge control,
planing.
Long classic camber : classic underfoot camber
with wide snow / ski contact for carving alpine style turns.
Short radius (15 m) and tightened waist (85 mm) :
reactive, fast edge to edge transition short turns.
Ski orientated towards groomed runs and changeable snow,
very stable with a rapid edge to edge transition. Sporty and
playful flex.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 2650 g / pair @152.6

Available flat or premonted with salomon E Z10 gripwalk
bindings for 2019.20

style code flat : 101193
style code premounted : 101086

specialty

specific range
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orb patrol
166.4
tip : 12.0
waist : 9.1
tail : 10.6
radius : 18

172.1
tip : 12.1
waist : 9.1
tail : 10.7
radius : 18

178.3
tip : 12.2
waist : 9.1
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

183.4
tip : 12.4
waist : 9.1
tail : 11.1
radius : 18

camox patrol
lightweight
specialist
tough
description :
Designed for mountain skiing with a 91mm waist, the Orb
is a light ski similar to touring skis, fairly wide and with very
good skiability. This avatar of the Orb Freebird has special
features to meet the needs of off-piste skiers: thicker edges,
reinforced top sheet, Titanal plate all the length of the foot
for greater strength in the bindings.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediary float : 97 mm at the waist.
Progressive rocker at the front and light back rocker :
controls pivot, handling, planing.
Middle classic camber : classic camber under foot
with intermediary ski/snow contact (balance between
handling and stability).
Slightly raised tail : soft ending to curves and practical when
touring (for putting on skins and sticking
skis in to the snow… which is no less a detail).
Intermediary flex : ski tolerant and comfortable.
Lightened core : 3.2 kg / pair 171cm
technical specifications :
Semi step down cap construction.
Wood paulownia-poplar- paulownia core.
Reinforced top sheet.
Thicker edges.
Weight : 3200 g / pair @171.4

style code : 100777

162.8
tip : 12.2
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.0
radius : 18

171.4
tip : 12.5
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.2
radius : 18

178.3
tip : 12.8
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.4
radius : 18

183.2
tip : 13.0
waist : 9.7
tail : 11.5
radius : 18

lightweight
specialist
tough
description :
Playful flex, classic camber and double rocker, the pleasure
of an all-terrain in a touring version, bites in to hard snow,
very stable at high speed and playful in powder, the camox
freebird is an excellent touring setup for a person who skis
a lot in all conditions. Adversary to the camox freebird fitted
with specific characteristics to suit the constraints of ski
patrollers: edges are thicker and top sheet is strengthened.
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediary float : 97 mm at the waist.
Progressive rocker at the front and light back rocker :
controls pivot, handling, planing.
Middle classic camber : classic camber under foot
with intermediary ski/snow contact (balance between
handling and stability).
Slightly raised tail : soft ending to curves and practical
when touring (for putting on skins and sticking
skis in to the snow… which is no less a detail).
Intermediary flex : ski tolerant and comfortable.
Lightened core : 3.2 kg / pair 171cm
technical specifications :
Semi step down cap construction.
Wood paulownia-poplar- paulownia core.
Reinforced top sheet.
Thicker edges.
Weight : 3200 g / pair @171.4

style code : 100778

specialty
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solis
173.3
tip : 12.5
waist : 10.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 25

180.0
tip : 12.6
waist : 10.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 25

vertical
exclusive
hi-tech
description :
The perfect ski for what you need on steep slopes. The Solis
is the result of a long development on this kind of terrain,
combining a flex that’s the same all along the ski, a suitably
firm tip and tail, and a long radius with raised tip. This
combination gives unrivalled pivoting, avoids any oversteer
in tricky slaloming, and has a tail that provides safety
when your backpack is heavily loaded. The Solis also has
a reinforced edge and a very good grip thanks to its Titanal
plate underfoot. The Solis is an extremely specialized ski,
perfect for skiers who love vertical drops.
the nitty-gritty :
Extra width : 100  mm waist.
Simple progressive front rocker : to avoid oversteer.
Long radius : brilliant grip on hard snow, specially
designed for steep slopes.
Progressive tail and slight rear rocker : for surer rear
support and ease of pivoting.
Light classic camber : balances manoeuvrability
with stability.
Homogeneous flex throughout : to avoid oversteer.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Paulownia / Poplar Core.
Titanal plate underfoot.
Fiber glass and carbon.
Minimalist front attachment points for skins.
Weight : 3450 g / pair @173cm

style code : 100841

junior

junior range
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magnis
139.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.2
radius : 16

149.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

157.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

164.2

magnis birdie
fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
A ski specifically designed for the generation aged between
14 and 18, the magnis is a ski with an intermediary float
allying rapidity and vivacity, aimed at all types of terrain
encountered in ski domains, it allies a double rocker, classic
camber and a tolerant flex for a ski which is both good
to handle and accessible. This wild ski for wild teenagers
is available in five sizes (139, 149,157,164 and 171).
the nitty-gritty :
Double rocker : great handling, control and pivot.
Middle classic camber : classic camber under foot
with intermediary ski / snow for a perfect balance between
placement and handling.
Sharp sidelines and a 17 m radius : good turning
action, movement to carving is easy and rapid.
Relatively short turn ski.
Tolerant flex : comfortable and accessible.
Intermediary float : 90 mm at the waist.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157.3

139.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.2
radius : 16

149.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.5
radius : 16

157.3
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 17

playful
wild
fun
description :
The female version of this ski specifically designed for
the generation aged between 14 and 18. The magnis birdie
is a ski with an intermediary float allying rapidity and vivacity,
aimed at all types of terrain encountered in ski domains,
it allies a double rocker, classic camber and a tolerant flex
for a ski which is both good to handle and accessible.
the nitty-gritty :
Double rocker : great handling, control and pivot.
Middle classic camber : classic camber under foot
with intermediary ski / snow for a perfect balance between
placement and handling.
Sharp sidelines and a 17 m radius : good turning
action, movement to carving is easy and rapid.
Relatively short turn ski.
Tolerant flex : comfortable and accessible.
Intermediary float : 90 mm at the waist.
technical specifications :
Semi-cap construction.
Poplar wood core.
Weight : 2750 g / pair @157.3

tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.8
radius : 17

171.1
tip : 11.8
waist : 9.0
tail : 10.9
radius : 18

style code : 100837

style code : 100939

junior
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junius
130.5
tip : 10.6
waist : 8.0
tail : 10.6
radius : 15

140.5
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 11

150.5
tip : 12.1
waist : 8.5
tail : 11.1
radius : 14

fun-loving
aerial
responsive
description :
Our junior ski aimed at 7 – 13 year olds focussed on the black
crows DNA, making a very accessible ski which prioritises
the pleasure of skiing. Double tip so that the youngsters can
devote themselves, unhindered, to all the subtleties of free
skiing, the junius is a ski which is made to perform well on all
snow conditions. It is available in three sizes (130-140-150).
the nitty-gritty :
Intermediary float for kids : 80-85 mm at the waist.
Double rocker : great handling, control and pivot.
Middle classic camber : classic camber under foot
with intermediary contact ski / snow for a perfect
balance between placement and handling.
Short radius : good movement on the turn which
facilitates the learning of carving turns.
Supple flex : comfortable and accessible.
technical specifications :
Cap construction.
Foam core.
Weight : 2200 g / pair @140.5

style code : 100836

accessories

poles
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resort

firmo
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firmo carbon

new
description :

description :

Speed at the finger tips. A pole destined for ski areas
and more specially for the piste, the firmo is made of a high
calibre 7075 aluminium alloy with a diameter of 16 mm.
As for the grip, this new version is fitted with a specific grip
with a very angular morphology which makes it very good
to hold ; it is accompanied by a strap which is both
comfortable and easy to manipulate. At the level of the snow,
the firmo has a compact and very resistant basket. Produced
in four colours you will certainly be able to find a pair which
match your skis, your clothing… Or even better your spirit.

Carbon version of this furtive piste pole. Conceived as
a special series with a 13 mm carbon tube offered in a unique
colour, it is fitted with a new grip which has been specially
designed for the firmo with a very angular morphology and
a strap which is both comfortable and easy to manipulate.
The Firmo Carbone has a very compact and resistant basket.
Black is fast.
technical specifications :
Diameter : 13 mm, carbon.
New black crows grip : injected « rubber » finish.
Strap : flexible.
Slope basket : 60 mm diameter.
Tip : tungsten carbide.
Size : 110-135
Weight : 215 g / pole @115

technical specifications :
Diameter : 16 mm.
Components : alluminium alloy 7075.
Alpine basket.
Size : 110-135
Weight : 210 g / pole @115

gold 028

red 022

silver 066

style code : 101121

rosegold 065

new

black 002

style code : 101122

all-terrain

mountainering

meta

oxus
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description :

description :

Modern classic. The meta is a classic pole designed
for all mountain, piste skiing and freestyle. Unashamedly
bright, and fitted with a classic short grip that fits
to the shape of the fingers, the meta is for girls or guys
looking for a reliable pole with a strong identity.

Perfect balance. Sized for long-distance and endurance,
this is a loyal companion on long mountain descents, touring
or big mountain skiing. Perfect for those who want a classical,
light and strong pole. Its famous long grip makes it easy
to grasp, and its wrist strap – inspired by safety-harnesses –
has a tough cap. You can forget about it – it is really there.

technical specifications :
technical specifications :

Diameter : 18 mm.
Components : aluminium alloy 5083
Size : 110-135
Weight : 230 g / pole @120

white / orange 024

black / blue 003

pink 020

green 011

style code : 100461

yellow 026

Diameter : 18 mm.
Long grip : 38 cm, foam eva.
Strap : mountainering.
Cap : anodised aluminium.
Basket squadron : 90 mm diameter.
Tip : carbide tungsten.
Size : 110-135
Weight : 215 g / pole @115

yellow 026

white / pink 025

style code : 100868

mountainering
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furtis

duos freebird
description :

description :

The beast. Black minimalist in style, the Furtis is a formidable
mountain companion for the skier who wants a light but solid
pole. Still with its celebrated 22 mm diameter, still in 100 %
composite – very strong and ultra-light thanks to its slightly
bendy structure that can absorb shocks – the Furtis
has been updated, including a refinement at the top
of its long grip making it easier to grasp. As for its wrist
strap inspired by safety-harness, it is now fixed with
a tougher cap.

Two part telescopic pole. The duos freebird is for the skier
looking for a lightweight touring pole that is sturdy and ultrareliable. From multi-day expeditions to short side-country
stashes, this two-part alloy/composite telescopic pole has
the perfect blend of features we felt we needed to be fast
and mobile in the mountains.
technical specifications :
Diameter : 18 mm / 16 mm
Components : aluminium alloy 7075- T6, composite.
Cap : reinforced anodised aluminium.
Pivoting basket : squadron, 90 mm diameter.
Sizes : unisize adjustable from 110 to 140
Weight : 245 g / pole

technical specifications :
Diameter : 22 mm, composite.
Long grip : 38 cm, foam eva.
Strap : mountain
Cap : anodized alloy.
Pivoting basket : squadron, 90 mm diameter.
Tip : carbide tungsten.
Sizes : 110-135
Weight : 250 g / pole @120

black / white 039

style code : 100869

black / orange 027

orange 018 new

style code : 100870

mountainering
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trios freebird
description :
Three-piece telescopic pole The Trios three-piece telescopic
pole has had some important upgrades to improve its allround usefulness, lightness and toughness. Lighter thanks
to the 18 mm of carbon-fibre in the top tube, its PowerLock
3.0 locking system gives greater stability on deployment.
What’s more, the tapering of its long grip handle for a better
grasp and its two sets of baskets (90 mm and 60 mm) make
the Trios a pole for all-year use, in cross-country skiing
or walking.
technical specifications :
Diameter : 18mm / 16mm.
Components : aluminium alloy 7075-T6, composite.
Pivoting basket : squadron, 90 mm diameter.
Sizes : unisize adjustable from 115 to 140.
Weight : 260 g / pole

black / blue 003

style code : 100871

junior
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meta junius

duos junius
description :

description :

Beware : this is not a candy stick.
The small brother of the meta are aimed at juniors.
With a 16mm diameter, they are a little thinner than their big
brothers and benefit from very resistant compact baskets.
The meta junius has the same ergonomic grip as the meta
which is comfortable to hold as well as the same classic
and robust strap. Available in two colours, fluorescent yellow
or white and pink, you won’t lose sight of them.

A new born amongst the poles, with the arrival for the very
young, an adjustable two section pole. The Duos Junius,
allows you not only to see your child grow at the same time
as their poles but above all to keep a solid ski pole
for all terrain skiing for several winters. Produced in pink
and orange… A choice !
technical specifications :

technical specifications :
Diameter : 16 mm.
Components : aluminium alloy 5083.
Pivoting basket : squadron, 90 mm diameter.
Sizes : 80-105.
Weight : 180 g / pole @95cm

yellow 100436

white / pink 100463

new

style code : 100436

style code : 100463

firmo
ezis

size
omrif

firmo
ezis

size
omrif

alloy 7075
”05 /-16mm
mc521diameter
retemaid125cm
mm61-/550”
707 yolla
custom
”25crowfoot
/ mc031basket
teksab130cm
toofwo/rc52”
motsuc
made”in
45austria
/ mc531
135cm
airtsu/a54”
ni edam

alloy 7075
”05 /-16mm
mc521diameter
retemaid125cm
mm61-/550”
707 yolla
custom
”25crowfoot
/ mc031basket
teksab130cm
toofwo/rc52”
motsuc
made”in
45austria
/ mc531
135cm
airtsu/a54”
ni edam

entspricht nicht din
13iso
37 o
7331
si nid thcin thcirpstne

entspricht nicht din
13iso
37 o
7331
si nid thcin thcirpstne

orange 018

firmo

size

firmo

size

alloy 7075 -16mm diameter 125cm / 50”
custom crowfoot basket 130cm / 52”
made in austria
135cm / 54”

alloy 7075 -16mm diameter 125cm / 50”
custom crowfoot basket 130cm / 52”
made in austria
135cm / 54”

entspricht nicht din iso 7331

entspricht nicht din iso 7331

pink 020

Diameter : 16 mm / 14 mm.
Components : aluminium alloy 7075.
Clamp system : twist lock system.
Grip : classic injected.
Strap : flexible.
Basket : 60mm slope diameter.
Tip : steel.
Sizes : unisize adjustable from 80-105.
Weight : 190 g / pole

style code : 101123

accessories

bags and skins
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accessories - big mountain & touring

accessories - all-terrain

dorsa 27

dorsa 20

72

description :

description :

An urban-inspired technical backpack designed to accompany
skiers from the ski resort to high alpine routes. Developed
in collaboration with Bruno Compagnet and the mountain
guides of Chamonix, the dorsa 27 responds to the needs
of ski mountaineers: robust, minimal, light. Exactly what
you need.

The 20-litre Dorsa is a new compact backpack developed by
the Black Crows team for skiers on the skis slopes or on their
off-piste journeys. Highly ergonomic, neat and tough, this
advanced backpack carries all you need for a short off-piste
adventure or a touring outing. Available in three colours, with
two small twin pockets, it’s a perfect balance of mountain
functionality and urban chic. Once you’ve tamed it you’ll never
be without this new bird, summer or winter.

fabrics :
Cordura® fabrics.

fabrics :
P600D fabrics.

technical specifications :
2 openings, a main roll top to load and a front zip to find
something easily at the bottom.
2 ice axe loops.
1 system to carry skis on sides.
1 system to carry skis in diagonal.
Comfy shoulder straps with dual density foams removable
hipbelt, adjustable with a metal buckle.
Sternum strap.
Backpanel.
Inner pockets for shovel.
Probe and waterbag.

black 002

technical specifications :
1 big opening at the top of the bag, for filling.
1 big front pocket with zip and 2 small stud pockets.
1 ice axe loop.
1 system for carrying skis slantwise.
Comfortable shoulder straps in double-density foam.
Detachable hip belt, adjustable with a metal buckle.
Chest strap.
Inner pockets for shovel, probe and water bag.

black 002

volume : 27 liters

volume : 20 liters

unisize

unisize

style code : 100578

style code : 100706

beige 001

dark green 031

accessories

accessories - backcountry

sacus

pellis hybrid
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description :

description :

The name gives it away : the Sacus is a bag that can carry a
pair of skis, poles and a few accessories. Hard-wearing fabric
to cope with the rigours of airplane cargo and winter journeys,
boldly printed all over with “ Black Crows ” airline labels

Black and yellow all over, our skins are shaped and pre-cut
according to the shapes of the different freebird skis, plus
a wide trim-to-fit model. All of our skins are 70 % mohair
and 30 % synthetic material and have been relentlessly in
conditions ranging from dry cold to humid heat. Made in
austria, our skins are ultra resistant, lightweight, compact,
and easily stored in the bag provided.

fabrics :
P600D fabrics.
technical specifications :
1 big opening with zip.
Adjustable cover length.
1 handle, length adjustable.
1 grip.

technical specifications :
70% mohair.
30% synthetic.
pre-cut sizes :
pellis ferox freebird (170 / 176  / 181 / 186)
pellis corvus freebird (175 / 183 / 188)
pellis navis freebird (167 / 173 / 179 / 185)
pellis camox freebird (162 / 171 / 178 / 183)
pellis orb freebird (166 / 172 / 178 / 183)
pellis ova freebird (162 / 170 / 175 / 180)
pellis vastus freebird (163 / 171)
pellis solis (173 / 180)
trim-to-fit models :
120  mm* 190 cm
135 mm * 190 cm

volume : enough to take a pair of skis and a pair of poles
style code : 02BASKBAUZZ16BLYZZZA

textile
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The skier’s plumage

As our clothing range evolves we’re still determined
to develop technically impeccable products in timeless designs.
Imagined and experienced in the Chamonix mountains, this new
collection of ski clothing confirms our desire to enrich all the nuances
of free skiing ; off piste, touring and expeditions. That’s to say
all the technical requisites for the mountains and high mountains with
an assertive touch and always as intransigeant when it comes to style.
To answer to the conditions of winter 2020, a cloud of new items
and evolutions have evaded the piste with particular attention
to the cut and angles of stitching for intensive and natural movement.

The corpus range, aimed at ski freeride, piste and off-piste, exceeds
a new plateau of technical excellence with meticulous attention
to the detail of the ergonomics. A new conception of the Corpus 3L
and the Corpus stretch 2L ; the range is also enriched with
a new 3L ensemble for women and 4 unisex intermediary garments.

The ventus range, destined for mountain skiing and ski-touring,
derives its identity from functionality and minimalism so as to answer
to the ultra-specific needs of these activities. This 2020 collection
is placed under the sign of profound modernisations of the Ventus 3L
and 3L Light, and the arrival of a big expedition down jacket for men.
The intermediary layers are also enriched with two men’s models
and one for women.

As all black crow products, all these good intentions can not flourish
without an exclusive identity.
Happy Skiing

textile

corpus man - freeskiing
The corpus clothing reflects the contrasting art of black crows :
minimalist, and highly technical, discrete with a strong identity.

78
« It’s made for freeride skiing with all the required features
but has a parka look which means it can be worn all winter long
around town and for après-ski. Technical with a hint of elegance. »
Camille Jaccoux
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corpus 3L
gore-tex jacket

olive green 040

off white 032

corpus 3L
gore-tex bib pant

new

new

iconic
very hi-tech
elegant

iconic
very hi-tech
elegant

description :

description  :

A new opus for this iconic model in our big mountain textile
range, the corpus 3-layer GORE-TEX® jacket benefits from
a rejuvenation of its very ergonomic and functional design.
Numerous details have been added to decorate its mountain
aptitude, such as a collar which is higher and isolated from
the hood, a front arm pocket and new wrist adjustments.
Designed for high mountain and all terrain skiing, its new
sober exterior is even more of a contrast to the minute details
of its lining and is a perfect balance between elegance and
technicality. For sure it maintains its cut inspired by parkas
and its fishtail completing the silhouette. Ride on.

The new version of these detachable bibbed trousers benefits
from numerous technical evolutions with the upper part made
of a breathable stretch fabric, replaced ventilation zips and
even a new angle for the pockets. The cut of these trousers
has been designed to optimise the freedom of movement
and the ergonomics. Minimalist design, warm colours, strict
functions and enveloped in 3-layerGORE-TEX®, the aim was
to establish a more graceful silhouette and a more efficient
protective covering for the high mountains and all terrain.

fabrics :

80D polyamide 3L GORE-TEX® with cotton feel.

80D polyamide 3L GORE-TEX® with cotton feel.

technical specifications :

technical specifications :

Removable bib with two zipped chest pockets
and adjustable suspenders.
Adjustable waist band with belt loops.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Two large cargo pockets.
Outside leg ventilation.
Internal stretch snow gaiters with silicone gripper elastic.
Lower leg volume adjustment with press button.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

fabrics :

Adjustable helmet friendly hood.
Hood retention system.
Inner collar with brushed jersey.
Water repellent zips.
Two zippered chest pockets.
Lens wipe cloth in chest pocket.
Two hand pockets. Two zipped sleeve pockets
Under-arm ventilation.
Elastic snowskirt with silicone gripper elastic.
Internal lycra cuffs with thumb loops.
Internal security pocket.
Internal mesh stow pocket.
RECCO® reflector.
S

M

L

S

XL

style code : 100978

style code : 100979

olive green 040

off white 032

M

L

XL
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corpus insulated
gore-tex jacket

corpus insulated
gore-tex pant
insulating
universal appeal
comfortable

insulating
universal appeal
comfortable

description :

description :

This jacket with GORE-TEX® 2-layer fabric, Primaloft®
silver insulation and chevron-quilted Pertex lining is ideal
for downhill, all-terrain and freeride skiing. This elegant jacket
has two big front pockets as well as the iconic Black Crows
parka fishtail cut. Hi-tech and powerfully insulating, it offers
all the benefits of a top-flight jacket for practical wear together
with a refined style suitable for all occasions – including
leisure.

This pant with GORE-TEX® 2-layer fabric, Primaloft® silver
insulation and Pertex lining is ideal for downhill, all-terrain
and freeride skiing. This highly insulating pant has two big
cargo pockets, an ergonomic cut and all the practicality of top
of the range hi-tech pants. The secret of tackling extreme cold
with a lean silhouette and an unbothered look.
fabrics :
Shell : 75D recycled polyester 2L GORE-TEX®
dual yarn fabric with a PFCEC free DWR.
Lining : Pertex® silky soft polyamide fabric.
Insulation : Primaloft® silver.

fabrics :
Shell : 75D recycled polyester 2L GORE-TEX®
dual yarn fabric with a PFCEC free DWR.
Lining : Pertex® silky soft polyamide fabric.
Insulation : Primaloft® silver.

technical specifications :
Adjustable waist band with belt loops.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Two large cargo pockets.
Leg lift system.
Inside leg zipped ventilation.
Internal snow gaiters with silicone gripper elastic.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

technical specifications :
Adjustable hood.
Hood retention system.
Zipped upper arm pocket.
Zipped chest pocket with inner phone sleeve.
Lens wipe cloth.
Two hand warmer pockets.
Under arm zipped ventilation.
Internal security pocket.
Internal mesh stow pocket.
Interior sleeve cuffs with thumb hole.
Snowskirt with silicon gripper elastic.
RECCO® reflector.
dark beige 066

dark blue 008

burgundy 029

dark beige 066
S
style code : 100791

M

L

XL

dark blue 008

burgundy 029
S

style code : 100792

M

L

XL
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corpus insulated
stretch jacket new

corpus insulated
stretch pant new
ergonomic
universal appeal
warm

ergonomic
universal appeal
warm

description :

description :

A new very ergonomic cut for the Corpus stretch with
Primaloft® Silver insulation aimed at piste, all terrain
and freeride skiing. With its slightly short parka cut and its new
removable hood, this jacket allies a stretch fabric with
a straight cut which creates an elegant silhouette and gives
a very agreeable freedom of movement. The minimal look
of the exterior with a touch of Oxford cotton contrasts with
its warm and silky lining decorated with infinite chevrons.
Guaranteed to be non-hypnotic.

A new ergonomic design for the Corpus stretch trousers
with Primaloft® Silver insulation aimed at piste, all terrain
and freeride skiing. Minimal style is combined with
functionality and they are made of a gentle stretch fabric
which benefit as much their elegance as their freedom
of movement. The minimal look of the exterior with a touch
of Oxford cotton contrasts with their warm and silky lining
decorated with infinite chevrons. Enough to turn your head.
fabrics :

fabrics :

Shell : FlyingTex 320D polyamide / spandex oxford stretch
with waterproof and breathable membrane 20k / 20k.
Chevron printed lining : Flyingtex
Insulation : Primaloft® Silver

Shell : FlyingTex 320D polyamide / spandex oxford stretch
with waterproof and breathable membrane 20k / 20k.
Chevron printed lining : Flyingtex
Insulation : Primaloft® Silver

technical specifications :
technical specifications :

red 022

light grey 014

black 002

dark denim 070

Adjustable waist band with belt loops.
Two zipped hand pockets.
One large cargo pocket.
Leg-end adjustment.
Inside leg zipped ventilation.
Internal stretch snow gaiters with silicone gripper elastic.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

Dual adjustable removable hood.
Hood retention system.
Zipped upper arm pocket.
Zipped chest pocket.
Lens wipe cloth.
Two hand warmer pockets.
Under arm zipped ventilation.
Internal security pocket.
Internal mesh stow pocket.
Internal sleeve cuffs with thumbhole.
Elastic snowskirt with silicon gripper elastic.
RECCO® reflector.
S

M

L

style code : 100980

red 022
XL

light grey 014

black 002

dark denim 070
S

M

L

style code : 100981

stretch

stretch

XL
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corpus polartec
fleece hoodie
description :
A comfortable partner for winter skiing, this corpus Polartec®
Thermal Pro® fleece is woven in 100% recycled polyester.
A truly technical, ergonomic, warm and elegant item generally
to be worn in mountain areas and in wintery conditions.
Looks guaranteed.
fabrics :
Polartec® Thermal Pro® knitted rib sweater fleece,
recycled polyester.
technical specifications :
Adjustable hood.
Chest pocket with snap and zipper.
Zipped hand pockets.
Hem adjustment

red 022

dark blue 008

S
style code : 100801

M

L

XL

textile

ventus man - ski adventure
The line aimed for ski-tourers, those who like to go
and look beyond the summits.
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« The ventus has been designed by skiers who spend
all winter skiing high up in the mountains and further afield.»
Bruno Compagnet
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ski adventure — men

ventus 3L
gore-tex jacket

ventus 3L
gore-tex pant

new

new

durable
sober
very hi-tech

durable
sober
very hi-tech

description :

description :

Newly designed to give freedom of movement, this jacket has
been developed for adventure skiing. With a refined cut in
a new super resistant GORE-TEX® 3L fabric and with two big
diagonal front pockets which have been adapted for wearing
a back-pack and fitted with solid YKK® zips. The sober
methodical exterior contrasts with the chevron loaded interior
seam tape. This flagship jacket seals the encounter of highly
technical mountain skiing and the black crows’ aesthetics.
You will be inseparable.

Newly designed to give freedom of movement, these trousers
have been developed for adventure skiing. With an ergonomic
cut in a new super resistant GORE-TEX® 3L fabric and with
two big functional cargo pockets, that’s it for the Ventus’ DNA.
Designed to offer perfect protection and economise on the
skier’s actions in the mountains, these technical and robust
trousers are an unfailing ally for adventure. Good luck.
fabrics :
GORE-TEX® 3L 200D polyamide heavy duty fabric.

fabrics :
GORE-TEX® 3L 200D polyamide heavy duty fabric.

technical specifications :
Adjustable waistband with belt loops.
Small hip pocket.
Two zipped cargo pockets (hook attachment in one, inner
mesh pocket in the other).
Two-way ventilation side zips.
Gaiter adjustment system with snap button.
Internal snowgaiters with gripper elastic.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

technical specifications :
Dual adjustable helmet friendly hood.
Two large napoleon pockets.
Two upper sleeve pockets.
One lower sleeve pocket.
Under arm ventilation.
Hem adjustment.
Internal hem with silicone gripper elastic.
RECCO® reflector.

dark blue 008

turquoise green 078

dark blue 008
S
style code : 100970

M

L

XL

turquoise green 078
S

style code : 100971

M

L

XL
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ventus 3L
gore-tex light jacket

ventus 3L
gore-tex light pant

new

new

light
tough
functional

light
tough
functional

description :

description :

With an updated design and fit the Ventus lightweight jacket
destined for ski-touring and long ascensions. Seeking
a perfect balance between lightness comfort and durability
it is built with a GORE-TEX® fabric with a C-knit™ backer.
This refined jacket conceals numerous functional details
such as brushed jersey chin protection and chest pockets
which are both horizontal and vertical. Engineered for free
movement in the mountains, with a sober exterior contrasting
with the interior chevron loaded seam tape. It will satisfy
those who love beautiful outings and who are looking for an
ultra-technical piece of clothing with the black-crows’ sober
aesthetics.

Re-engineered, they are the ideal companion to the Ventus
Light jacket. These light-weight trousers have been designed
for ski-touring and long ascensions. Seeking a perfect balance
between lightness comfort and durability it is built with a
GORE-TEX® fabric with a C-knit™ backer. Details include
two large cargo pockets and volume adjustment at leg-end.
Engineered for free movement in the mountains, with a sober
exterior contrasting with the interior chevron loaded seam
tape. It will satisfy those who love beautiful outings and who
are looking for an ultra-technical piece of clothing with
the black-crows’ sober aesthetics.
fabrics :

fabrics :

70D polyamide GORE-TEX® 3L with C-KNIT™ backer.

70D polyamide GORE-TEX® 3L with C-KNIT™ backer.
technical specifications :
technical specifications :

Adjustable waistband with belt loops.
Small hip pocket.
Two deep thigh pockets (hook attachment in one, inner mesh
pocket in the other).
Two-way ventilation side zips.
Gaiter adjustment system with snap button.
Internal snowgaiters with gripper elastic.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

Adjustable helmet friendly hood.
Brushed jersey chin guard on inner collar.
Long vertical chest pocket.
Smaller horizontal chest pocket.
Zipped upper arm pocket.
Two large internal mesh stow pockets.
Under arm ventilation zips.
Slim elasticated cuffs.
Silicon gripper elastic at inner hem.
RECCO® reflector.
olive green 040

black 002

olive green 040
S
style code : 100972

M

L

XL

black 002
S

style code : 100973

M

L

XL
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ventus hybrid
alpha jacket new

ventus polartec
fleece jacket new
description :

description :

Key element for skiing in the mountains, this hybrid jacket
can be worn either as an intermediary or outer layer. Made of
Pertex® outer fabric, a Polartec® Alpha® filling which gives
warmth, lightness, comfort and side panels in a Polartec®
Powerstretch Pro® fleeces gives this piece its highly
breathable capacity. Loyal to our signature, we have added
a touch of style in the ultra-functional technical item with
a clean cut front topped with fabric quilted with chevrons
on the shoulders, body and hood. As for the lining of the
sleeves, hood and back, the highly breathable fabric is
decorated with the map of the Mont-Blanc massif in black
and white chevrons. There you are, ready to go.

A new design, new material and new ergonomics for this
stretch fleece jacket made of Polartec® Powerstretch pro®
designed to be worn either as an intermediary or outer layer.
Efficient in all circumstances, it associates resistance, warmth,
freedom of movement, high breathability and quick drying.
Equipped with a chevron quilted chest pocket, it also benefits
from a cut which liberates movement. Without going as far as
dancing in the rain.

fabrics :

technical specifications :

Shell : Pertex® micro light stretch polyamide
mini ripstop with water repellent finish.
Midweight Polartec® Power stretch® side inserts.
Insulation : Polartec® Alpha®.
Insulation hood and shoulders : Primaloft® silver.
Lining back and hood : Printed polyester stretch
mesh with wicking properties.
Lining front and sleeves : Pertex® micro light stretch
mini ripstop.

Full lenght front zip.
Chest pocket with zipper.
Zipped sleeve pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Thumb loops at sleeve ends.

fabrics :
Polartec® Power stretch® Pro™ 4-way stretch
polyester / nylon / spandex.

technical specifications :

olive green 040

dark blue 008

Fixed hood.
Zipped hand pockets.
Hem adjustment.

S
style code : 100974

M

dark blue 008

L

XL

olive green 040

light orange 033

S

style code : 100975

M

L

XL
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ventus micro puff
down jacket

olive green 040

black 002

ventus expedition
down jacket new
description :

description :

The warmest intermediary layer of our range, this light,
small, true down jacket will accompany you everywhere :
ski-touring, freeride, ski-runs, après-ski and also away from
the mountains. Designed for mountain skiing and made
with a Pertex® ripstop fabric and stuffed with 750 goose
down from Allied Feathers, RDS certified goose down,
it can be worn under a three layer jacket or as an outer layer
according to the circumstances. Folding into its interior
pocket, it slides into the bottom of a pack to warm you up
at the right moment. A classic black crows touch, its lining
represents the map of the Mont-Blanc massif revealed
in black and white chevrons.

This down jacket is such an ultra-warm and light-weight wild
cat. Made with a Pertex® ripstop fabric and stuffed with
750 goose down from Allied Feathers, RDS certified goose
down, it is our warmest jacket. Consisting of partitioned and
insulating compartments which maintain the heat evenly,
it has been designed to cope with cold weather in mountains
or on expeditions. Naturally, it can also be worn elsewhere
than skiing for those who are looking for a big light-weight
and warm down jacket who want to look like intrepid
explorers. Fitted with a colourful lining with a contrasting
effect, it folds into to a pouch which forms a cushion as soft
as a tiger.

fabrics :

fabrics :

Shell : Pertex® Quantum® polyamide mini rip stop
with water repellent finish.
Insulation : 750 fill RDS goose down.

Shell : Polyamide Pertex® Quantum® mini ripstop
with water repellent finish
Insulation : 750 fill RDS goose down.

technical specifications :

technical specifications :

Fixed hood.
Interior security pocket.
External zipped chest pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Hem adjustment.

Box wall construction for maximum warmth.
Fixed hood.
External zipped chest pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Two big internal mesh pockets.
Internal security pocket.
External chest pocket.
Hem adjustment
Self-store pocket with zip.

dark blue 008

light orange 033

S
style code : 100798

M

L

XL

XS

S

style code : 100976

M

L

XL

textile

corpus woman - freeskiing
The corpus clothing reflects the contrasting art of black crows :
minimalist, and highly technical, discrete with a strong identity.
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« It’s made for freeride skiing with all the required features
but has a parka look which means it can be worn all winter long
around town and for après-ski. Technical with a hint of elegance. »
Camille Jaccoux
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corpus 3L
gore-tex jacket

corpus 3L
gore-tex pant

new

new

iconic
very hi-tech
elegant

iconic
very hi-tech
elegant

description :

description :

A new technical and ergonomic 3-layer model for women
who are looking for a garment for all terrain and high mountain
skiing. The corpus GORE-TEX® jacket marks a new step
in the balance between functionality, ergonomics and
elegance. The result is a fabric which combines great
durability and true suppleness, a collar which is higher
and isolated from the hood, the right amount of useful
pockets, armpit ventilation and completed with a long
fishtail cut. It has all the qualities for accompanying you
in all situations when skiing in the mountains, or more…

A new technical and ergonomic 3-layer model for women
who are looking for a garment for all terrain and high mountain
skiing. The corpus GORE-TEX® trousers mark a new step
in the balance between functionality, ergonomics and
elegance. Designed to be associated with the colours
of the corpus jacket with a minimalist design and a purposely
built feminine cut. The result is a pair of pants with
a distinguished silhouette tailored for mountain skiing.
fabrics :
3L GORE-TEX® 80D polyamide with cotton feel.

fabrics :
3L GORE-TEX® 80D polyamide with cotton feel.

technical specifications :
Adjustable waist band with belt loops.
Removable elastic lycra waist snowgaiter.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Two large cargo pockets.
Outside leg zipped ventilation.
Internal stretch snow gaiters with silicone gripper elastic.
Lower leg volume adjustment with press buttoms.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

technical specifications :
Adjustable helmet friendly hood.
Hood retention system.
Inner collar with brushed jersey.
Water repellent zips.
Two zippered chest pockets.
Lens wipe cloth in chest pocket.
Two hand pockets. Two zipped sleeve pockets.
Under-arm ventilation.
Elastic snowskirt with silicone gripper elastic.
Internal lycra cuffs with thumb loops.
Internal security pocket.
Internal mesh stow pocket
RECCO® reflector.
dark blue 008

off white 032

dark blue 008
XS
style code : 100982

S

M

L

off white 032
XS

style code : 100983

S

M

L
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corpus insulated
gore-tex jacket

corpus insulated
gore-tex pant
insulating
universal appeal
comfortable

insulating
universal appeal
comfortable

description :

description :

This jacket with GORE-TEX® 2-layer fabric, Primaloft®
Silver insulation and chevron-quilted Pertex® lining is ideal
for downhill, all-terrain and freeride skiing. This elegant jacket
has two big front pockets as well as the iconic Black Crows
parka fishtail cut. Hi-tech and powerfully insulating, it offers
all the benefits of a top-flight jacket for practical wear together
with a refined style suitable for all occasions – including
leisure.

This pant with GORE-TEX® 2-layer fabric, Primaloft®
Silver insulation and Pertex® lining is ideal for downhill,
all-terrain and freeride skiing. This highly insulating pant
has two big cargo pockets, an ergonomic cut and all
the practicality of top of the range hi-tech pants. The secret
of tackling extreme cold with a lean silhouette and
an unbothered look.
fabrics :

fabrics :

Shell : 75D recycled polyester 2L GORE-TEX®
dual yarn fabric with a PFCEC free DWR
Lining : Pertex® silky soft polyamide fabric.
Insulation : Primaloft® Silver.

Shell : 75D recycled polyester 2L GORE-TEX®
dual yarn fabric with a PFCEC free DWR
Lining : Pertex® silky soft polyamide fabric.
Insulation : Primaloft® Silver.

technical specifications :
Adjustable waist band with belt loops.
Removable elasticated waist snowgaiter.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Two large cargo pockets.
Lef lift system.
Inside leg zipped ventilation.
Internal snow gaiters with silicone gripper elastic.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

technical specifications :
Adjustable hood.
Zipped upper arm pocket.
Zipped chest pocket with inner phone sleeve.
Lens wipe cloth.
Two hand warmer pockets.
Under arm zipped ventilation.
Internal security pocket.
Internal mesh stow pocket.
Internal sleeve cuffs with thumb hole.
Snowskirt with silicon gripper elastic
RECCO® reflector.
turquoise blue 080

dark blue 008

turquoise blue 080
XS
style code : 100802

S

M

L

dark blue 008
XS

style code : 100803

S

M

L
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corpus insulated
stretch jacket new

corpus insulated
stretch pant new
ergonomic
universal appeal
warm

ergonomic
universal appeal
warm

description :

description :

A new ergonomic cut for the Corpus stretch jacket with
Primaloft® Silver insulation aimed at piste skiing, all terrain
and freeride. With its sober design and its new removable
hood, this jacket allies a 4-way stretch fabric to a straight cut
which creates an elegant silhouette and gives very agreeable
freedom of movement. The minimal look of the exterior colour
contrasts with the warm and silky lining decorated with infinite
chevrons. Guaranteed non-hypnotic.

A new ergonomic design for the Corpus stretch trousers with
Primaloft® Silver insulation aimed at piste skiing, all terrain
and freeride. Minimal functional design and a new gentle
4-way stretch fabric which benefits as much their elegance
as their freedom of movement. The minimal look of the exterior
colour contrasts with the warm and silky lining decorated
with infinite chevrons. Enough to turn your head.
fabrics :

fabrics :

Shell : FlyingTex Polyester / Spandex 4-way stretch
with waterproof and breathable membrane 20k / 20k.
Chevron printed lining : FlyingTex.
Insulation : Primaloft® silver

Shell : FlyingTex Polyester / Spandex 4-way stretch
with waterproof and breathable membrane 20k / 20k.
Chevron printed lining : FlyingTex.
Insulation : Primaloft® silver

vivacious 060

blue 006

technical specifications :

technical specifications :

Dual adjustable removable hood.
Hood retention system.
Zipped upper arm pocket.
Zipped chest pocket.
Lens wipe cloth.
Two hand warmer pockets.
Under arm zipped ventilation.
Internal security pocket.
Internal mesh stow pocket.
Internal sleeve cuffs with thumbhole.
Snowskirt with silicon gripper elastic
RECCO® reflector.

Adjustable waist band with belt loops.
Removable elastic waist snowgaiter.
Two zipped hand pockets.
One cargo pocket.
Inside leg zipped ventilation.
Internal elastic snow gaiters with silicone gripper elastic.
Lower leg volume adjustment with press buttoms.
Reinforcement kick patches.
RECCO® reflector.

teal green 079

vivacious 060
XS

S

M

style code : 100984

L

blue 006

teal green 079
XS

S

M

style code : 100985

4

4

4-way stretch

4-way stretch

L

textile

ventus woman - ski adventure
The line aimed for ski-tourers, those who like to go
and look beyond the summits
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« The ventus has been designed by skiers who spend
all winter skiing high up in the mountains and further afield.»
Bruno Compagnet
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ventus hybrid
alpha jacket new

ventus micro puff
down jacket
description :

description :

Key element for skiing in the mountains, this hybrid jacket
can be worn either as an intermediary or outer layer. Made
of Pertex® outer fabric, a Polartec® Alpha® filling
which gives warmth, lightness, comfort and side panels
in a Polartec® Powerstretch Pro® fleeces gives this piece
its highly breathable capacity. Loyal to our signature,
we have added a touch of style in the ultra-functional technical
item with a clean cut front topped with fabric quilted with
chevrons on the shoulders, body and hood. As for the lining
of the sleeves, hood and back, the highly breathable fabric
is decorated with the map of the Mont-Blanc massif in black
and white chevrons. There you are, ready to go.

The warmest intermediary layer of our women’s range, this
light, small, true down jacket will accompany you everywhere:
ski-touring, freeride, ski-runs, après-ski and also away from
the mountains. Designed for mountain skiing and made with
a Pertex® ripstop fabric and stuffed with 750 goose down
from Allied Feathers, RDS certified goose down, it can be
worn under a three layer jacket or as an outer layer according
to the circumstances. Folding into its interior pocket, it slides
into the bottom of a pack to warm you up at the right moment.
A classic black crows touch, its lining represents the map of
the Mont-Blanc massif revealed in black and white chevrons.
fabrics :

fabrics :

Shell : Pertex® Quantum® polyamide mini rip stop.
Insulation body : 750 fill RDS goose down.
Insulation hood and shoulders : Primaloft® silver.

Shell : Pertex® micro light stretch polyamide
mini ripstop with water repellent finish.
Midweight Polartec® Power stretch® side inserts.
Insulation : Polartec® Alpha®.
Insulation hood and shoulders : Primaloft® silver.
Lining back and hood : Printed polyester stretch
mesh with wicking properties.
Lining front and sleeves : Pertex® micro light stretch
mini ripstop.

technical specifications :
Fixed hood.
Interior security pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Hem adjustment.

technical specifications :

dark blue 008

off white 032

Fixed hood.
Zipped hand pockets.
Hem adjustment

XS
style code : 100986

S

dark blue 008

M

L

vivacious 060

XS

style code : 100806

S

M

L

textile

corpus unisex
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freeskiing — unisex

corpus primaloft
bomber jacket 2.0

112

corpus primaloft
bomber jacket new

new
description :

description :

A very limited edition of the, from now on, classic black crows’
bomber developed here with a GORE-TEX® INFINIUM™
outer fabric and its unique feel. A becoming cut, and with
Primaloft® silver insulation, this bomber is destined
to be worn as an intermediary layer under 3-layer jacket
for skiing or changing in to a « tech-bomber » with the look
of waterproof leather as soon as it is away from its original
context. Comfortable to wear, its distinguished aesthetics
and its lining clouded with chevrons of the Mont-Blanc massif,
this jacket is much more than a very technical item,
it is an unfailing ally day and night.

A new design and new ergonomics for this jacket which
associates the insulation of Primaloft® silver with a Pertex®
ripstop outer fabric. An essential garment for skiing and
peripheral activities, it is both an intermediary layer under
a 3-layer jacket and changes into an elegant « tech-bomber »
as soon as it is extracted from its original context. Comfortable
to wear, its distinguished aesthetics and its printed lining
of Chamonix and the Mont-Blanc massif, this jacket
is much more than a very technical item, it is an unfailing ally
in all situations.
fabrics :

fabrics :
Shell: GORE-TEX® INFINIUM™
Chevron printed lining : FlyingTex.
Insulation : Primaloft® silver.

Shell : Pertex® Quantum® polyamide mini rip stop
with water repellent finish.
Chevron printed lining : FlyingTex.
Insulation : Primaloft® silver.

technical specifications :

technical specifications :

Zipped chest pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Internal security pocket.

Stretch knitted rib fabric at neck and hem.
Zipped chest pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Internal security pocket.

black 002

red 022

XS

S

style code : 100990

M

L

XL

dark blue 008

olive green 040

XS

S

style code : 100989

M

L

XL
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corpus fleece
bomber jacket

corpus LS
tech tee new

new
description :

description :

An inviting and ultra-comfortable black crows’ bomber
made of Polartec® fleece. A warm wool fleece technically
developed for skiing, the fleece is irresistible for wearing on all
occasions and make you feel like a warm and soft teddy bear.

Don’t be fooled by its downtime streetwear look, the corpus
longsleeves tech tee still remains a technical piece in the
black crows softgood range. Ideal for nights out and après-ski
festivities. Go ahead and indulge.

fabrics :

fabrics :

Shell: Polartec® high loft fleece.

Breathable soft polyester.

technical specifications :
Zipped chest pocket.
Two zipped hand pockets.
Hem adjustment.

black 002

light grey 014

red 022

XS

S

style code : 100988

M

L

XL

black 002

XS

S

style code : 101152

M

L

XL

textile

headwear unisex
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bolivia

calva logo

new

description :

description :

Universal joy. Unlike its name would suggest, it doesn’t come
from bolivia but was inspired by the beanies worn during
the golden age of skiing. It would happily grace the head
of a chevron- clad skier busting a ‘daffy’, an incredibly
aesthetic, but unfashionable, trick which evokes fond
memories every time we do it.

New hat 50/50 wool and acrylic, minimal style with
no pompom or trimmings, but a large black crows’ logo
to warm the spirit and impress the endemic jet 7.
fabrics :
50% wool.
50% acrylic.

fabrics :
50% wool.
50% acrylic.

style code : 101149

style code : 100883

black 002

orange 018

light pink 015

bronze green 051

unisize

nomen

black 002

white 023

grey 014

unisize

calva
description :

description :

Eternal youth. The nomen is inspired by vintage ski clubs
and the sense of nostalgia one gets when thinking back
to those early ski memories. In tri-colour block and topped
off with a pompom, the nomen is designed to return
the ski club to its former glory.

It’s a game of shapes.
This beanie can be worn two ways, rolled up or full-length.
Say goodbye to boring symmetrical styles.

fabrics :

100% acrylic.

fabrics :

100% acrylic.

black, white
and yellow 057

dark blue, white
and grey 082

white, turquoise
and light pink 083

dark blue, white
and turquoise 084

black, white
and green 086

white, yellow,
orange, black 085

pink, black
and white 054

black 002

dark blue 008

bronze green 051

neon pink 053

burgundy 029

light pink 015

orange 018

turquoise 081

style code : 100882

style code : 100885

unisize

unisize

headwear — unisex
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mori

trucker / full logo trucker caps

new

description :

description :

Beautiful heavy knit beanie with a badge on the front.
Warm and sober, tempts you into the wide open spaces
or, with a little imagination, onto the bus.

A blend of acrylic and wool for this trucker’s cap to be worn
in any way. One with small logo on the side to signal, without
exhibition, your wandering spirit. The other with big logo black
on black for an ostensible discretion along the way.

fabrics :

fabrics :

47% merino wool.
30% viscose.
15% polyamide.
8% cashmere.

80 % acrylic.
20 % wool.
donnée techniques :

black 002

red 022

dark blue 008

style code : 100888

turquoise 081

black 002

Small and raised embroided logos at front.
Woven flag label at back.
High crown.
Flat brim.
Adjustable snapback

style code : 101147

style code : 100890

light pink 015

light grey 014

black 002

unisize

maska

mesh trucker caps
ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face
ski on my face

donnée techniques :

ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face

black, white
and yellow 057

Raised embroided logo at front.
Woven flag label at back.
High crown. Flat brim.
Mesh side panels.
Adjustable snapback

ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face

47 % cotton, 28 % polymide, 25 % polyester.

ski on my face

ski on my face

Here is the lightweight, aerated at the back cap to protect
one from the sun while ski touring. Polyester mesh on the
back of the crown so that it breathes and cotton at the front
for a comfortable fit. And if the sun hits from behind, you can
turn it back to protect your neck and take a stand.

ski on my face

ski on my face

Mask yourself. To complete the anti-chill kit, we present
our practical elasticated neck tube - the maska and the tubus.
Wear it around your neck, pull it up under your beanie
for a balaclava feel, or wear it as a head wrap to let people
know you’ve been to burning man. the maska is a basic
essential in the contemporary skier’s setup.

100% polyester.

ski on my face

ski on my face

description :

fabrics :

ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face

dark blue, white
and turquoise 084

new

description :

fabrics :

ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face

light pink, white
and pink 087

unisize

pink, black
and white 054

green and white 088

black and white 077

blue and white 089

style code : 100886

style code : 100889

unisize

unisize

textile
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logowear — unisex

little chevrons /
full logo tee new

full logo tee

light grey 014

white 023

XS

S

L

new

olive green 040

mauve 091

M

blackcrows
tour date tee

XL

XXL

white 023

black and white 039

black and pink 038

light pink 015

aqua blue 013

XS

S

M

L

new

blackcrows
tour date tee

XL

new

tie and dye 090

black 002

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XS

S

fabrics :

fabrics :

fabrics :

fabrics :

100% cotton.

100% cotton.

100% cotton.

100% cotton.

style code : 101139

style code : 101143

style code : 101138

style code : 101195

M

L

XL

XXL

logowear — unisex
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full chevrons
logo tee new

chevrons
circle tee new

red 022

full logo
sweatshirt

black 002

blackcrows
sleeves
sweatshirt new

new

red 022
black 002

black 002

light grey 014

light grey 014

white 023
light grey 014

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XS

S

fabrics :

fabrics :

fabrics :

fabrics :

100% cotton.

100% cotton.

75% cotton.
25% polyester.

75% cotton.
25% polyester.

style code : 101140

style code : 101141

style code : 101144

style code : 101145

M

L

XL

XXL

128

logowear — unisex

chevrons circle
hoodie new

XS

S

M

little chevrons
and full logo hoodie new long sleeves tee

black 002

black 002

white 023

white 023

dark grey 009

black 002

L

XL

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XS

fabrics :

fabrics :

fabrics :

75% cotton.
25% polyester.

75% cotton.
25% polyester.

75% cotton.
25% polyester.

style code : 101189

style code : 101190

style code : 101142

S

M

L

new

XL

XXL

mershandising

POS overview
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mershandising
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POS overview

outerwear, poles, accessories and skis display

windows display

mershandising
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POS overview
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poles display
skis display unit
tarpolin and banners

14/09/2017 12:47

flags and tents
skis’ rose
neon wall logo

hardgoods and softgoods
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hardgoods
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skis and accessories
collection 19.20
resort
new
orb
ref : 100992

all-terrain
vertis
ref flat : 101191
ref premounted :
101078

8.8

8.5

new
divus
ref : 100994

8.2

navis
ref : 100998

10.2

big mountain
nocta
ref : 101006

freebird
daemon
ref : 101000

9.9

new
camox
ref : 101002

9.7

captis
ref : 101004

9.0

specialty

anima
ref : 101008

atris
ref : 101010

corvus
ref : 101012

orb patrol
ref : 100777

new
ferox freebird
ref : 101014

new
navis freebird
ref : 101018

corvus freebird
ref : 101016

11.0

10.9

10.2

camox freebird
ref : 101020

orb freebird
ref : 101022

ova freebird
ref : 101024

9.1

9.7

vastus freebird
ref : 101026

8.5

7.6

poles
camox patrol
ref : 100778

solis
ref : 100841

new
firmo carbon
ref : 101122

new
firmo
ref : 101121

meta
ref : 100461

oxus
ref : 100868

furtis
ref : 100869

duos fb
ref : 100870

trios fb
ref : 100871

meta junius
ref : 100463 /
100436

new
duos junius
ref : 101123

firmo

12.2

11.5

10.8

10.9

9.1

9.7

birdie
atris birdie
ref : 101028

10.8

9.9

new
camox birdie
ref : 101032

captis birdie
ref : 101034

9.7

9.0

new
orb birdie
ref : 101036

8.8

vertis birdie
ref flat : 101193
ref premounted :
101086

8.5

firmo

size

firmo

size

firmo

junius
ref : 100836

alloy 7075 -16mm diameter 125cm / 50”
custom crowfoot basket 130cm / 52”
made in austria
135cm / 54”

alloy 7075 -16mm diameter 125cm / 50”
custom crowfoot basket 130cm / 52”
made in austria
135cm / 54”

entspricht nicht din iso 7331

entspricht nicht din iso 7331

entspricht nicht din iso 7331

8.5

accessories
magnis
ref : 100837

9.0

magnis birdie
ref : 100939

9.0

dorsa 27
ref : 100578

dorsa 20
ref : 100706

sacus
ref : 02BASKBAUZZ16BLYZZZA

size

alloy 7075 -16mm diameter 125cm / 50”
custom crowfoot basket 130cm / 52”
made in austria
135cm / 54”

entspricht nicht din iso 7331

10.0

junior
daemon birdie
ref : 101030

size

alloy 7075 -16mm diameter 125cm / 50”
custom crowfoot basket 130cm / 52”
made in austria
135cm / 54”

pellis hybrid

softgoods
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corpus and ventus men
collection 19.20
overview outerwear
new
corpus GORE-TEX® 3L
ref : jacket : 100978 / pant : 100979

new
ventus GORE-TEX® 3L
ref : jacket : 100970 / pant : 100971

overview midlayer
corpus GORE-TEX® insulated
ref : jacket : 100791 / pant : 100792

new
corpus insulated stretch
ref : jacket : 100980 / pant : 100981

new
corpus Primaloft® bomber jacket 2.0
ref : 100990

new
corpus Primaloft® bomber jacket
ref : 100989

new
corpus Primaloft® fleece bomber jacket
ref : 100988

new
corpus tech LS tee
ref : 101152

corpus Polartec® fleece hoddie
ref : 100801

new
ventus Polartec® hybrid alpha jacket
ref : 100974

new
ventus Polartec® fleece jacket
ref : 100975

ventus micro puff down jacket
ref : 100798

new
ventus expedition down jacket
ref : 100976

new
ventus GORE-TEX® 3L light
ref : jacket : 100972 / pant : 100973

softgoods
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corpus and ventus women
collection 19.20
overview outerwear
new
corpus GORE-TEX® 3L
ref : jacket : 100982 / pant : 100983

overview midlayer
corpus GORE-TEX® insulated
ref : jacket : 100802 / pant : 100803

new
corpus insulated stretch
ref : jacket : 100984 / pant : 100985

new
corpus Primaloft® bomber jacket 2.0
ref : 100990

new
corpus Primaloft® bomber jacket
ref : 100989

new
corpus Primaloft® fleece bomber jacket
ref : 100988

new
corpus tech LS tee
ref : 101152

ventus micro puff down jacket
ref : 100806

new
ventus hybrid alpha jacket
ref : 100986

softgoods
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headwear unisex
collection 19.20
overview
bolivia
ref : 100883

nomen
ref : 100882

mori
ref : 100890

new
trucker cap
ref : 100888

new
calva logo
ref : 100882

calva
ref : 100885

maska
ref : 100886

new
mesh trucker caps
ref : 100889

ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face

ski on my face
ski on my face

new
full logo trucker cap
ref : 101147

ski on my face

ski on my face

softgoods
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logowear unisex
collection 19.20
overview
new
blackcrows tour date tee
ref : 101138 / ref tie and dye : 101195

new
little chevron and full logo tee
ref : 101139

new
full logo tee
ref : 101143

new
full chevrons logo tee
ref : 101139

new
chevrons circle tee
ref : 101141

new
full logo sweatshirt
ref : 101144

new
blackcrows sleeves sweatshirt
ref : 101145

new
chevrons circle hoodie
ref : 101189

new
little chevrons and full logo hoodie
ref : 101190

new
long sleeves tee
ref : 101142

contact
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blackcrows

cab 5-4 sas / black crows :
125 chemin des tissourds
74400 chamonix mont-blanc
France

photo credits :
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Layla Jean Kerley
Camille Jaccoux
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fax. +33 (0)4 50 90 98 75

design :
Yorgo&Co

black-crows.com

